The Hospitalist - April 18th - SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
0800-0820 - My Patient is Blue...What do I do? - KENNY
Learn to manage the workup of the hypoxic patient in an organized and physiological approach.
0820-0840 - Respiratory Unrest - Management of Undifferentiated Breathlessness - SPIEGEL
Establish a stepwise approach to oxygenation and non-invasive ventilation (high-flow nasal cannula, cPAP/BiPAP) that can be initiated and/or done on the wards.
0840-0900 - Sub-massive PE: Where does the Pendulum Swing Now? FARKAS
Learn to use a physiological framework on how to assess, categorize and manage small to sub-massive pulmonary embolism.
0900-0920 - LATE BREAKER TALK - TBA
0920-0940 - Horizon Talk - Making Sense of Genomics & Proteomics - JAIN
Review the exploding field of genomics and the clinical applications that are currently available as well as those which will be in the next few years.
1000-1020 - Urine Issues - BEAUBIEN-SOULIGNY
Learn an approach to common ward-encountered renal issues in an organized and physiological fashion.
1020-1040 - Back to the Acid-Basics - KENNY
Review commonly encountered acid-base disorders, their workup and management strategies.
1040-1100 - Hyperkalemia & Hyponatremia: New Treatment Strategies That Work- FARKAS
Use a physiological approach to diagnosing and managing abnormalities in these serum electrolytes, including recent therapeutic controversies.
1100-1120 - Cardiology for the Wards - FADLALLAH
Review common clinical issues around serum cardiac markers, anticoagulation and coronary assessment strategies, particularly in non-ST elevation myocardial infarction.
1120-1140 - A Rheum of Fire and Ice - KAUD
Learn about newer medications used in rheumatological disorders and their side effects, as well as clinical associations pointing to rheumatological disorders.
1240-1300 - GI Joe: Knowing is Half The Battle - MAGGIO
Develop a more comprehensive approach to several commonly encountered gastroenterology issues in ward patients.
1300-1320 - Understanding New Oncological Therapies - PALUMBO
Explore the newer antibody-based therapies, discuss the new prognostication as well as identify the particular side effect profile associated to these.
1320-1340 - Hematology Pearls - AJJAMADA
Review assessment and management of hematological issues commonly encountered on the wards.
1340-1400 - The Rapid Assessment of the Neurologically Unwell - SPIEGEL
Develop a physiological approach to commonly encountered neurological problems on the wards leading to a more thorough and yet precise clinical assessment.
1400-1420 - New Therapies and Use of POCUS in CHF - FADLALLAH
Become familiar with the new medications used in CHF, their side effects, as well as the utility of POCUS in managing CHF patients.
1440-1500 - Pearls & Practical Tips in Infectious Diseases - BARRIGA
Recognize and understand important management aspects of commonly encountered infections and antimicrobial agents.
1500-1520 - LATE-BREAKER - TBA
1520-1540 - Hospitalist Point-Of-Care Ultrasound - ROLA
See how POCUS can clinically impact the management of acute renal failure, respiratory failure and congestive heart failure on the wards.
1540-1700 - Clinical Cases and Q&A - KENNY/SPIEGEL/FARKAS/BARRIGA
Review several key clinical syndromes in a case-based format related to inpatient care.
1540-1700 WORKSHOPS
Hospitalist POCUS – ROLA/ST-ARNAUD
Using live models, learn to generate views of the IVC, the kidney and the pleural space (8 participants only – 115$CAN / 92$USD).
or
ECG cases - FADLALLAH
Go thru important ECG patterns pertaining to arrhythmia and ischemia (10 participants only – no additional fees apply).

